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Daddy Little Princess is co-authored by 6-year-old Morgan Taylor and excites young
readers as it introduces real princess of color from all over the world. This book is
educational and builds self-esteem. It introduces Princess Elizabeth of Toro, Princess
Angela of Liechtenstein and numerous others on an elementary level.
Every bedtime the King tells the Little Princess a story before she falls asleep. When
he's away on royal business, everyone tries to make up a bedtime story for the Little
Princess, but no one is as good as her dad. Finally the palace maid has an idea . . .
Little Princess can discover stories to read to herself at bedtime, in the palace library!
A traditional counting rhyme with a sprinkling of fairy tale magic. Now in a chunky board
book format, perfect for little hands to hold. Ten little princesses going to the ball,
Trotting on their ponies, past the castle wall. Are they looking forward to their very
special day? Ten little princesses all shout, "Yay!" Ten little princesses set off on a
journey to a magical fairy tale ball. But on the way to the ball there's a dark and spooky
forest, and a wicked witch, and a big bad wolf, and a sneaky troll, and a hungry giant!
Will any of the little princesses get to the ball on time? Meet all your favourite fairy tale
characters in this magical princess adventure: Little Red Riding Hood, Sleeping Beauty,
Rapunzel, Snow White and more! With lots of things to spot and count on every page,
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this bouncy rhyming story from the creators of the award-winning, bestselling Ten Little
Pirates is perfect for sharing again and again.
Bedtime Classics: charmingly illustrated board book editions of perennial favorites,
simplified for the youngest readers! Bedtime Classics introduce classic works of fiction
to little literary scholars through character-driven narratives and colorful illustrations.
Designed to be the perfect one-minute bedtime story (or five minutes--if you're begged
to read it over and over), parents can feel good about exposing their children to some of
the most iconic pieces of literature while building their child's bookshelf with these
trendy editions! A King and Queen invite all the princesses in the land to their palace to
find a proper suitor for their son, the prince. But when an unconventional princess
stumbles through the castle gates, she's put to the ultimate test. By setting a pea under
a large stack of mattresses, the royal family will discover if the girl is "princess material"
once and for all.
Two little sisters (a 5-year-old and an 20-month-old) crawl through their blanketed pillow
fort and emerge in fantastical worlds filled with hidden items that need to be found.
These lovely, highly-detailed illustrations contain many different hidden delights
including sugar bugs, pink unicorns, ladybugs, keys, butterflies, pumpkins, bubble frogs
and more! Also, there are very special (and more difficult) items hidden for the big
reader to find while the little reader looks for their treasures. It's a perfect book for
family reading and designed for multiple viewings, as everyone will surely find
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something new with each experience. The author lovingly dedicates this hidden picture
search-and-find book to his two darling little princesses.
"Sunday Times bestselling author Wendy Holden brings to life the unknown childhood
years of one of the world's most iconic figures, Queen Elizabeth II, and reveals the littleknown governess who made Britain's queen into the monarch we know today. In 1933,
twenty-two-year-old Marion Crawford accepts the role of a lifetime, tutoring their Royal
Highnesses Elizabeth and Margaret Rose. Her one stipulation to their parents the Duke
and Duchess of York is that she bring some doses of normalcy into the sheltered and
privileged lives of the two young princesses. At Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle,
and Balmoral, Marion defies oppressive court protocol to take the girls on tube trains,
swimming at public baths, and on joyful Christmas shopping trips at Woolworth's. From
her ringside seat at the heart of the British monarchy she witnesses the upheaval of the
Abdication and the glamour and drama of the 1937 Coronation. During the war, as
Hitler's Heinkels fly over Windsor, she shelters her charges in the castle dungeons (not
far from where the Crown Jewels are hidden in a biscuit tin). Afterwards, she is there
when Elizabeth first sets eyes on Philip. But being beloved governess and confidante to
the Windsor family has come at a cost. She puts her private life on hold until released
from royal service following Princess Elizabeth's marriage in 1947. In a majestic story of
love, sacrifice, and allegiance, bestselling novelist Holden shines a captivating light into
the years before Queen Elizabeth II took the throne, as immortalized on the popular
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television series The Crown"-"After all, she was a princess, and they had to do exactly as she told them." Princess
Cassandra is always throwing tantrums and making her poor maids pick up after her...
she's constantly being naughty and complaining more. It's time that this spoiled
princess understands that bad manners and tantrums are not the makings of royalty,
but what can be done? The king has a plan... Cassandra is a real terror: she has bad
manners and no respect for anybody around her. She's rude to her maids, has
impossible demands, complains about everything and doesn't even behave around her
parents, the king and queen. Something has to be done, but what? The king hatches a
plant to ensure his spoiled daughter learns a lesson that will serve her for the rest of her
life. The Naughty Little Princess is a perfect bedtime story to teach children about
respecting others, behaving well, good manners and politeness as more effective ways
to navigate life than temper tantrums, rudeness and demands. Best for Kids who: Love
princesses Like fantasy stories Are prone to tantrums or screaming to get what they
want May be struggling with their temper Need help to see the impact of bad behavior
Need to learn the importance of good manners May struggle understanding that they
are being naughty Gift this book if you're looking for: A short story to teach a child to
behave better A bedtime story to make a child understand the importance of respect A
heartwarming tale about a princess who learns how to be kind A short story about a
princess in a fantasy land who learns real lessons An illustrated book to help a child
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who is having some temper issues A delightful short story for a princess lover in your
life
The Little PrincessesThe Story of the Queen's Childhood by Her Nanny, Marion
CrawfordSt. Martin's Press

Lily enjoys playing with her animal friends all summer long but is lonely during the
winter.
The Little Princess doesn't want to go to the hospital, and she does everything
she can to avoid it. But when she is finally forced to go, she finds that she really
rather likes it. Why? Because they treat her like a princess there!
Six-year-old Darby arrives on Casey’s doorstep terrified and hysterical. As
Casey tries to soothe the little girl she realises that this is likely to be one of the
most difficult placements she had ever had to deal with...
Features the stories of notable women from the Bible, including Eve, Rebekah,
Naomi, Ruth, and Esther, and includes discussion questions related to each
woman's plight.
When she is told that her parents are expecting a new addition to the family, the
Little Princess immediately announces that she does not want a brother?they are
smelly and rough, and they have all the wrong toys. But when her new baby
brother arrives, the Little Princess is pleased. After all, there is only room for one
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Little Princess in the family!
Presents devotions and prayers for girls in the form of letters to and from God.
WHAT IS THE STORY GRID? The Story Grid is a tool developed by editor
Shawn Coyne to analyze stories and provide helpful editorial comments. It's like
a CT Scan that takes a photo of the global story and tells the editor or writer what
is working, what is not, and what must be done to make what works better and fix
what's not. The Story Grid breaks down the component parts of stories to identify
the problems. And finding the problems in a story is almost as difficult as the
writing of the story itself (maybe even more difficult). The Story Grid is a tool with
many applications: 1. It will tell a writer if a Story ?works? or ?doesn't work. 2. It
pinpoints story problems but does not emotionally abuse the writer, revealing
exactly where a Story (not the person creating the Story'the Story) has failed. 3. It
will tell the writer the specific work necessary to fix that Story's problems. 4. It is a
tool to re-envision and resuscitate a seemingly irredeemable pile of paper stuck
in an attic drawer. 5. It is a tool that can inspire an original creation.
The Little Princess is going camping. Everyone offers to help, but she doesn't
want any help. "I want to do it myself!" she insists. So she sets off all on her own
to find the perfect camp site. When she finds the right spot, she discovers she's
forgotten a few important things. Maybe she needs a little help after all.
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The Windsors are England's most famous family, but what are they really like when they're out
of the public gaze? Behind closed doors in every Royal residence, from Buckingham Palace to
Clarence House, there are two families - one upstairs and one down - and nobody knows a
Royal quite like a Royal servant, intimately acquainted as they are with every quirk, foible and
eccentricity. And there are a fair few! This is the inside story of the Royal Family through the
eyes of those who know them best, a sneak peek behind the ermine-trimmed curtains to reveal
what they really get up to in their spare time. Are they just like us? Or are they are a world
apart? Here are the answers to everything we've ever wondered about the Royals: which
programmes does the Queen watch on TV? What music did the Queen Mother listen to? Who
can drive and who can't? What is it like to attend a dinner party thrown by Charles and
Camilla? Who are the most popular (and most unpopular!) Royals to work for and why? Not in
Front of the Corgis is the real Upstairs Downstairs - a unique and fascinating collection of all
the secrets you ever wanted to know about the Royal Family.
“May God grant me the serenity to accept the color pink, the courage to not let my house
become a shrine to pink and princesses, and the wisdom to know that pink is just a color, not a
decision to never attend college in the hopes of marrying wealthy.” - from The Feminist’s
Guide to Raising a Little Princess Smart, funny, and thought-provoking, this book shows
feminist parents how to navigate their daughters' princess-obsessed years by taking a nonjudgmental and positive approach. Devorah Blachor, an ardent feminist, never expected to be
the parent of a little girl who was totally obsessed with the color pink, princesses, and all things
girly. When her three-year-old daughter fell down the Disney Princess rabbit hole, she wasn't
sure how to reconcile the difference between her parental expectations and the reality of her
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daughter’s passion. In this book inspired by her viral New York Times Motherlode piece “Turn
Your Princess-Obsessed Toddler Into a Feminist in Eight Easy Steps,” Blachor offers insight,
advice, and plenty of humor and personal anecdotes for other mothers who cringe each
morning when their daughter refuses to wear anything that isn’t pink. Her story of how she
surrendered control and opened up—to her Princess Toddler, to pink, and to life—is a universal
tale of modern parenting. She addresses important issues such as how to raise a daughter in a
society that pressures girls and women to bury their own needs, conform to a beauty standard
and sacrifice their own passions.
A heartwarming book about unconditional love and one remarkable family. Dyson loves pink,
sparkly things. Sometimes he wears dresses. Sometimes he wears jeans. He likes to wear his
princess tiara, even when climbing trees. He’s a Princess Boy. Inspired by the author’s son,
and by her own initial struggles to understand, this heartwarming book is a call for tolerance
and an end to bullying and judgments. The world is a brighter place when we accept everyone
for who they are.
In a classic storyteller's voice, Newbery Honor recipient Marion Dane Bauer tells a tale of
friendship, family, and fitting in that recalls The Doll People, Rumer Godden, and Hitty, Her
First Hundred Years. Rose is a wild child. She doesn't care what her mother or teacher or
schoolmates say—she does what she wants. When she finds a delicate china doll in the attic,
she takes it. Then the doll comes to life in her hand. She's loud, obnoxious, selfishly bossy,
and claims that she's a princess and Rose is her servant. But she's also tiny and fragile. She
needs Rose to keep her safe. And maybe Rose needs Princess Regina, too.
"Nappies are YUUECH!" said the little princess. "There must be something better!" At first the
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Little Princess thinks the royal potty is even worse than nappies but she soon learns to love it -even if it isn't always there just when she needs it!
The Little Princess can't wait to start school! At first, she finds it difficult to make friends and
she is left all alone. But she soon finds there are other children with no friends, and before she
knows it she has more friends than she can count!
Told in her own words, A Girl from Yamhill is Newbery Medal–winning author Beverly Cleary’s
heartfelt and relatable memoir—now with a beautifully redesigned cover! Generations of
children have read Beverly Cleary’s books. From Ramona Quimby to Henry Huggins, Ralph S.
Mouse to Ellen Tebbits, she has created an evergreen body of work based on the humorous
tales and heartfelt anxieties of middle graders. But in A Girl from Yamhill, Beverly Cleary tells a
more personal story—her story—of what adolescence was like. In warm but honest detail,
Beverly describes life in Oregon during the Great Depression, including her difficulties in
learning to read, and offers a slew of anecdotes that were, perhaps, the inspiration for some of
her beloved stories. For everyone who has enjoyed the pranks and schemes, embarrassing
moments, and all of the other poignant and colorful images of childhood brought to life in
Beverly Cleary’s books, here is the fascinating true story of the remarkable woman who
created them.
A Little Princess is a children's novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett, first published as a book in
1905. It is an expanded version of the short story "Sara Crewe: or, What Happened at Miss
Minchin's", which was serialized in St. Nicholas Magazine from December 1887, and published
in book form in 1888. According to Burnett, after she composed the 1902 play A Little Un-fairy
Princess based on that story, her publisher asked that she expand the story as a novel with
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"the things and people that had been left out before".[4] The novel was published by Charles
Scribner's Sons (also publisher of St. Nicholas) with illustrations by Ethel Franklin Betts and the
full title A Little Princess: Being the Whole Story of Sara Crewe Now Being Told for the First
Time

A Fairy Tale Beginning Six-year-old beauty JonBenet Ramsey was a dream
child--smart, talented and blessed. Her mother, a former Miss America contestant, had
entered her in every child beauty pageant possible. Wearing lipstick, heavy makeup,
and provocative costumes that cost thousands of dollars, with her hair bleached and
teased, JonBenet flirtatiously paraded down runways, exuding a sophistication beyond
her years. A Nightmare Ending But that dazzling future of crows and titles was brutally
cut short the day after Christmas when her mother discovered a random note on the
stairs of their luxurious Boulder, Colorado home. Hours later JonBenet's distraught
father, millionaire businessman John Ramsey, found his beloved daughter's lifeless
body, gagged and strangled in a windowless room in the basement of their milliondollar mansion. An Unspeakable Crime As detectives worked to uncover what
happened Christmas night in the darkened mansion, the nation grieved for the innocent
little girl whose life was cruelly snuffed out.
A tribute to the life and enduring reign of Elizabeth II draws on numerous interviews and
previously undisclosed documents to juxtapose the queen's public and private lives,
providing coverage of such topics as her teen romance with Philip, her contributions
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during World War II and the scandals that have challenged her family. (This book was
previously listed in Forecast.)
All day there had been disasters - the water pot went all over the latest painting; the
Little Princess fell off the seesaw and banged her knee; and worst of all, there was a
monster under the bed that night. The castle had been ringing with the constant shout
of 'I Want My Mum!'. And Mum always knew exactly the right thing to sort out the
problem. But the next day, the incorrigible Little Princess is taken to play with the Little
Duchess - and will she miss her mum? Not if she's having a lot of fun! But as for the
poor Queen, she does miss her little girl! This title will be perfect for Mother's Day.
Meet Phoebe, Pruella and Pip. It's the king's birthday but everything will go wronge
unless the three little princesses can find the missing key to the magic lock.
Marion Crawford, or "Crawfie" as she was to be known, became governess to the
children of the Duke and Duchess of York in the early 1930s, little suspecting she was
nurturing her future Queen. Beginning at the quiet family home in Piccadilly in the
1930s and ending with the birth of Prince Charles at Buckingham Palace, Crawfie tells
how she brought the princesses up to be "Royal" whilst also exposing them to the
ordinary world of underground trains, buses and swimming lessons. In 1950, THE
LITTLE PRINCESSES was the first account of life with the Royals ever published and,
although it is a touching account of the childhood of the Queen and Princess Margaret,
Crawfie was demonised by the press. The Queen Mother, who had been a great friend
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and who had, Crawfie maintained, given her permission to write the account, never
spoke to her again.
Once upon a time, in 1930s England, there were two little princesses named Elizabeth
and Margaret Rose. Their father was the Duke of York, the second son of King George
V, and their Uncle David was the future King of England. We all know how the fairy tale
ended: When King George died, "Uncle David" became King Edward VIII---who
abdicated less than a year later to marry the scandalous Wallis Simpson. Suddenly the
little princesses' father was King. The family moved to Buckingham Palace, and tenyear-old Princess Elizabeth became the heir to the crown she would ultimately wear for
over fifty years. The Little Princesses shows us how it all began. In the early thirties, the
Duke and Duchess of York were looking for someone to educate their daughters,
Elizabeth and Margaret, then five- and two-years-old. They already had a nanny---a
family retainer who had looked after their mother when she was a child---but it was time
to add someone younger and livelier to the household. Enter Marion Crawford, a twentyfour-year-old from Scotland who was promptly dubbed "Crawfie" by the young Elizabeth
and who would stay with the family for sixteen years. Beginning at the quiet family
home in Piccadilly and ending with the birth of Prince Charles at Buckingham Palace in
1948, Crawfie tells how she brought the princesses up to be "Royal," while attempting
to show them a bit of the ordinary world of underground trains, Girl Guides, and
swimming lessons. The Little Princesses was first published in 1950 to a furor we
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cannot imagine today. It has been called the original "nanny diaries" because it was the
first account of life with the Royals ever published. Although hers was a touching
account of the childhood of the Queen and Princess Margaret, Crawfie was demonized
by the press. The Queen Mother, who had been a great friend and who had, Crawfie
maintained, given her permission to write the account, never spoke to her again.
Reading The Little Princesses now, with a poignant new introduction by BBC royal
correspondent Jennie Bond, offers fascinating insights into the changing lives and times
of Britains royal family.
Parents and children alike will be won over by the lovable innocence of Gigi, a little girl
who just knew she was a princess-she had known it from birth! But where were the
castle and royal jewels? With a little help from Mommy and Daddy, Gigi realizes that
she is not just any princess-she is the daughter of the greatest King of all! A wonderful
discovery for little princesses everywhere, Gigi, God's Little Princess will subtly teach
girls of their importance and belonging to the King of all kings. Meets national education
standards.
Provides information about basic etiquette and manners and offers guidance about how
to live a Christian life for young girls.

Offers three classics featuring Disney's favorite princesses.
Rosie's just had her first day at her new school in Scotland, after moving to live in
her Great-aunt Rosamund's castle. Rosie's class have to put on a show about
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the different countries in the world and Rosie's country is Japan. That evening
back at the castle, Rosie finds a painted fan and it has a little princess on it!And,
sure enough, after saying hello, Rosie is whisked away to a beautiful garden in
Japan where she meets Princess Hana. The little princess is very sad because
Gawa the river god is angry with her father, the emperor, and has created a
water sprite who looks exactly like Hana. The evil sprite is pretending to be Hana
and no one at the palace can tell because the god has made Hana herself
invisible.Somehow Rosie must help Hana to break the spell!
Its Mia's birthday! She is having a princess birthday party with her five best
friends! For the party they each have to dress up like a princess, but which one?
As Mia and her friends decide which princesses they will dress up as, they learn
about their own colorful histories and have fun in their discovery.
The Disney princesses share their favorite things and what it truly means to be a
princess.
This boxed set contains four new board books that feature fan-favorite Disney
Princesses. Featuring Cinderella, Ariel, Moana, and Belle as young girls, this
board book boxed set is full of Disney Princess magic! With adorable art, sturdy
board pages, and a box with a plastic handle for on-the-go reading, this four-book
set is perfect for Disney Princess fans ages 0 to 3. The Disney Princess franchise
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dreams, creates, and celebrates the most magical adventures, each woven
around a relatable, empowered heroine who delights everyone and inspires kids
to realize their full potential.
The Little Princess has been moved to a new castle, where there is lots more
room! But she just wants to go home to the old castle. Is the old castle still the
same, now that it has new owners? This wonderfully funny and reassuring book
will ring true with any family who has ever moved into a new house.
The bestselling behind-the-scenes memoir of the royal family by a cousin who
served in MI5—and as one of the Queen’s bridesmaids. Includes photos! A
Sunday Times number one bestseller in the United Kingdom, this is the intimate
and revealing autobiography of Margaret Rhodes, first cousin of Queen Elizabeth
II and niece of Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother. Margaret was born into the
Scottish aristocracy, into a now almost vanished world of privilege. Royalty often
came to stay, and her house was run in the style of Downton Abbey. During the
Second World War, she “lodged” at Buckingham Palace while she worked for
MI5. She was a bridesmaid at the wedding of her cousin, Princess Elizabeth, to
Prince Philip. Three years later, the King and Queen attended her own wedding,
in which Princess Margaret was a bridesmaid. In 1990, she was appointed as a
lady-in-waiting to the Queen Mother, acting also as her companion, which she
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describes in touching detail. In the early months of 2002, she spent as much time
as possible with her ailing aunt and was at her bedside when she died. The next
morning, she went to Queen Elizabeth’s bedroom to pray, and in farewell
dropped her a final curtsey. The Queen Mother regarded Margaret Rhodes as
her “third daughter,” and she has been extremely close to her cousins, the
Queen and Princess Margaret, throughout their lives. Full of charming anecdotes,
fascinating characters, and personal photographs, this is an unparalleled insight
into the private life of the British monarchy. “Surprisingly addictive.” —New
Zealand Herald
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